Assessment of China's Market for Smart Meters

Description: This Limited Publication Study (LPS) provides an in-depth understanding of the market for four types of electrical point-of-consumption two-way meters ("smart meters"): single phase, three phase 1.0, three phase 0.5S and three phase 0.2S devices, and defines the scope of the market as domestic Mainland China sales and imports. The report is based on a study of the production, sales, distribution and application of residential sector and industry. Included is a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the market's size, trends, development, key participants and opportunities.

This report is comprised of data and analysis of the China smart meters market and presents a predominantly supply-side view in terms of market numbers. In addition to suppliers, primary research covers channel influencers, customers and end-users, and industry experts. End-users are segmented by industry and general consumption trends are provided. End-user industries are: state grid corporations, power plants, residential, commercial, industrial, agriculture.

This study covers four types of electrical point-of-consumption two-way meters ("smart meters"): single phase, three phase 1.0, three phase 0.5S and three phase 0.2S devices, and defines the scope of the market as domestic Mainland China sales and imports.

This GCiS market study draws on a three month, in-depth primary survey of around 75 of the market's supply side, channel players and end-users. It is essential reading for any professional needing accurate and detailed strategic information on this market. Major areas covered include: market size and shares, five-year projections, market structure, pricing trends, distribution, consumption, an assessment of key suppliers and more.
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